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Abstract 
Atomic charges are a key concept to give more insight into the electronic structure and 
chemical reactivity. The Hirshfeld-I partitioning scheme applied to the model protein human 
2-cysteine peroxiredoxin thioredoxin peroxidase B is used to investigate how large a protein 
fragment needs to be in order to achieve convergence of the atomic charge of both, neutral 
and negatively charged residues. Convergence in atomic charges is rapidly reached for neutral 
residues, but not for negatively charged ones. This study pinpoints difficulties on the road 
towards accurate modeling of negatively charged residues of large biomolecular systems in a 
multiscale approach. 
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Introduction 
Atomic charges are an important tool to study electronic structure and chemical reactivity in, 
for example, protein reaction mechanisms. The following examples illustrate their 
importance: molecular force fields use charges to model electrostatic interactions
1
; the 
equilibrium constant of acid dissociation (pKa) can be related to the charge of the conjugate 
base
2-6
. Further, atomic charges can be used to provide more insight into the reactivity via the 
atom-condensed Fukui function (in a finite difference approximation), indicating the 
reactivity towards a nucleophilic or electrophilic attack of a soft reagent on a particular 
(protein) site
7
. Fukui functions calculated on protein fragments have been used to understand 
and successfully predict the regioselectivity found in protein reaction mechanisms
4
. Most 
popular in such reactivity analysis are charges derived from quantum mechanical 
computations, such as the Mulliken population analysis
8-11
 and the natural population analysis 
(NPA)
12
; these methods are sometimes denoted as wave function based methods. 
Unfortunately, the scaling of the computational cost in function of the number of electrons 
limits the routine calculation of these orbital-based charges to small protein fragments: the 
calculation of the NPA and Mulliken charges becomes computationally very expensive due to 
the procedure to obtain the molecular orbitals of large systems (>200 atoms) using localized 
basis sets. Alternatives to overcome these limitation are semi-empirical QM methods
13-16
, as 
well as linear scaling QM codes
17, 18
. In contrast, the Hirshfeld-I (HI) atoms-in-molecules 
partitioning scheme
19
 is purely electron density based, similar to Baders’ Quantum Theory of 
Atoms In Molecules (QTAIM)
20
, and as such can be performed as a grid-based, basis set 
independent charge scheme. As a result, it can be easily applied on larger systems once the 
electron density is generated 
21, 22
 
23
.  
Previous benchmark studies on penta-alanine pointed out that the Hirshfeld-I charge scheme 
could reproduce the dipole moments correctly and that this charge scheme was robust with 
respect to geometrical changes 
24
. Therefore, the Hirshfeld-I charge scheme is applied here to 
investigate how large a protein fragment needs to be in order to achieve convergence in the 
atomic charges of a central part of the system. In this contribution, we study the atomic charge 
of a catalytic cysteine residue (Cys51) in the redox protein human 2-cysteine peroxiredoxin 
thioredoxin peroxidase B (Tpx-B)
25
 in spherical model systems of 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 Å radius 
(Figure 1) around the Satomof Cys51. Since Cys51 can be present either as a thiolate (S-) or 
as a thiol (SH) in Tpx-B, using this particular cysteine based redox protein as model system 
allows the study of the charge convergence of both negatively charged and neutral residues in 
one model protein.  
In this study, we find that convergence in atomic charges is rapidly reached for uncharged 
residues, but not for charged residues. These findings might have implications for the charge 
evaluation by (biomolecular) force fields, since the accurate representation of electrostatic 
interactions is crucial in any force field 
1, 26
.  
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Figure 1: Studied systems: A. Cys51 in the dimeric redox protein human 2-cysteine peroxiredoxin thioredoxin peroxidase B 
(Tpx-B). Chains A and B of the X-Ray structure of Tpx-B are shown, solvated within a 60 Å water sphere with pre-
equilibrated water molecules, represented by the TIP3P model, centered on the S sulfur of Cys 51 (Chain A). B. Spherical 
protein + water clusters of 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 Å radius around the S atom of Cys51, cut out from the final structure of a 200ps 
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MD run. Here, the clusters with Cys51 in the thiolate form are shown. Similar clusters with Cys51 in the thiol form are also 
considered (Table1). C. Small validation test model. 
Computational methods 
Protein systems In the calculations, chains A and B of the X-Ray structure of human 
2-cysteine peroxiredoxin thioredoxin peroxidase B (Tpx-B)
25
 (PDB ID: 1QMV) are used, as 
the two chains together form the active dimeric form of the protein (Figure 1A). Hydrogen 
atoms are added to the initial X-Ray structure and their positions are optimized. The 
protonation states of acid and basic residues are predicted by using the PROPKA program
27
 
and all titratable residues are modeled in the natural protonation states. The hydrogen-bonding 
environment of all histidine residues is checked in order to account for the possible hydrogen 
bonds surrounding them. His 83 and His 168 are modeled as -protonated and His 197 as -
protonated. The S sulfur atom of Cys51 of Chain A is used as the centre of the system.  
Cys51 can be present in the thiolate (S
-
) or in the neutral thiol (SH) form. Both protonation 
states are considered here and the structures for each protonation state are prepared 
independently from each other. The structures are solvated within a 60 Å box, centered on the 
S sulfur of Cys 51 (Chain A), with 8000 pre-equilibrated water molecules, represented by the 
TIP3P model. Water molecules farther than 25 Å from the S sulfur of Cys 51 (Chain A) are 
removed. The added water is then equilibrated by stochastic boundary MD at 300 K over 20 
ps with respect to the protein structure and minimized. Then, all atoms within a 25 Å sphere 
around S sulfur of Cys 51 (Chain A) are structurally optimized. Due to the size of the protein 
(10079 atoms) structural optimization is performed using the CHARMM27 force field 
28
 for 
protein and water molecules, while the capping N-terminal N-carbamoyl-alanine (NCB) 
residue is described by a custom CHARMM topology file, for which atom typing and 
assignment of parameters and charges are taken from an analogous residue. Details of the 
topology file and of the parameters of NCB can be found in the supporting information of a 
previous publication by some of the present authors 
29
. All modeling calculations are carried 
out using the CHARMM software package 
30
. The S
-
 form of cysteine is created using a 
previously published patch residue
29
. Parameters for the S
-
 form were previously published
31, 
32
.  
The optimization step is followed by stochastic boundary MD simulation
33
 of the whole 
system. Atoms farther than 25 Å from the S sulfur of Cys 51 (Chain A) are fixed throughout 
the simulations, according to ref. 
34
. All systems are heated to 300 K over 60 ps followed by a 
300 ps long equilibration of the system. A subsequent MD run at 300 K is carried out over 
200 ps. 
Starting from the final structures of the 200 ps MD runs of the S
-
 form and the SH 
form, cuts are made around S sulfur of Cys 51 (chain A), using sphere sizes with radius = 3, 
5, 7, 9, and 11 Å (Table 1, Figure 1B). Residues with at least one atom within the sphere 
cutoff distance are completely kept, and resulting terminal structures are capped with 
hydrogen atoms. This resulted in 10 systems, which are further divided into two sets: in the 
first set, all atoms inside the sphere are included in the calculation (protein and water 
molecules), as indicated in Figure 1B, while in the second set, only the protein part is 
considered without the water molecules. To differentiate between the two, the presence of 
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water molecules is indicated by a superscript w (Table 1). The charge density grids for these 
20 systems with different spheres sizes (radius = 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 Å) around the Satom of 
Cys51 are obtained with density functional theory (DFT) calculations (see next paragraph). 
Hirshfeld(-I) calculations The DFT calculations to generate electron densities are performed 
within the projector augmented wave method as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Package 
(VASP) program using both the local density approximation (LDA) as parameterized by 
Ceperley and Alder and the generalized gradient approximation functional as constructed by 
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) 
35-40
. For the second row elements (C, N, and O) only 
the 2s and 2p electrons are considered as valence electrons, while for S only the 3s and 3p 
electrons are considered. The plane wave kinetic energy cutoff is set to 500 eV, and the 
Brillouin zone is sampled using only the -point41. Due to the periodic nature of the code, a 
vacuum region of 15 Å is included to prevent the periodic copies of the molecular fractions 
from interacting (Figure S1). In addition, also dipole corrections are included to prevent the 
possible interaction of (spurious) dipoles. The atomic charges of the systems are calculated 
using our grid based implementation of the Hirshfeld-I partitioning scheme in the HIVE code 
19, 21, 22, 42
. Atom centered spherical integrations are performed using Lebedev-Laikov grids of 
1202 grid points per shell and a logarithmic radial grid 
43, 44
. The iterative scheme is 
considered converged when the largest difference in charge of every system atom is less than 
1.0x10
-5
 electron in two consecutive iterations. To generate accurate reference densities for 
anions the R4 method presented elsewhere
21, 22
, is used in this work. The reader is referred to 
section S3 of the SI for more details on this method. 
 
CH3S
-
 test systems To test the validity of the results obtained for the large protein clusters 
using the methodology explained in the previous paragraph, model calculations on the 
following representative small test systems are performed (Figure 1C): CH3S
-
 anion 
surrounded by 0 to 4 water molecules. The CH3S
- 
clusters are optimized at the B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) level before a charge calculation is conducted. Frequency calculations are 
performed to check if the geometry is a minimum using the opt + freq keyword. All presented 
minimum energy conformers correspond to structures having no imaginary frequencies. HI 
charges are calculated using the same method employed for the biomolecular clusters, while 
NPA charges are obtained at the PBE/6-311++G(d,p) level, for the sake of comparison with 
the larger biomolecular systems. The later QM calculations and all structure optimizations for 
these small systems are performed using Gaussian09 
45
. 
Table 1. Number of atoms (N) and formal charge (Q) for the different protein clusters under study (Figure 1B). The 
superscript w indicates the protein clusters in which the water molecules (number of present water molecules given in 
brackets) are present as indicated in Figure 1B. N and Q refer to the clusters in which the water molecules are omitted. 
Sphere 
size 
Thiolate (S
-
)   Thiol (SH)  
N Q N
w
 Q
w
 N Q N
w
 Q
w
 
3 Å 69 0 na na 62 +1 na na 
5 Å 166 0 175 (3) 0 203 0 206 (1) 0 
7 Å 321 -1 342 (7) -1 351 0 366 (5) 0 
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9 Å 580 -1 646 (22) -1 636 0 678 (14) 0 
11 Å 779 -2 917 (46) -2 782 -1 890 (36) -1 
 
 
Results 
Hirshfeld(-I) charges are calculated using the electron densities generated within DFT, using 
the projector augmented wave (PAW) method as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Package 
(VASP). It might be remarked that the use of a solid state physics code, centered on the PAW 
methodology and periodic boundary conditions is not conventional to simulate an isolated 
molecule. However, in this case where the size of the biomolecular systems of interest (see 
Table 1 and Figure 1 for the scale of the systems) is rather large this setup was rather efficient 
to generate the input required to obtain reliable Hirshfeld charges. The use of uniform grids 
instead of atom centered grids, and plane waves instead of gaussian type orbitals allows for 
these large systems to be treated at a surmountable computational cost. As such, this type of 
setup is used to provide the quality of input required to obtain reliable Hirshfeld charges. Not 
using linear scaling nor empirical fitting, for the current systems, it was only possible to 
obtain densities of the protein clusters using the 3-21G basis set within a reasonable 
computational time.   
To check the functional independence of the results, the electron densities are generated with 
both the LDA and PBE functional. Because the goal of our work is to check how the charge, 
which is a partitioning of the electron density, behaves as function of the protein cluster size, 
this choice of functionals suffices. It might be expected that results obtained with hybrid 
functionals would give qualitatively the same trend as they contain large portions of the here 
tested functionals.   
Although the absolute values are influenced by the used functional, the trends of the 
calculated HI charges using LDA and PBE are exactly the same, as is shown in Figure S2. 
Since PBE is better suited to describe the density inhomogeneity in a molecular system, only 
the PBE based values are presented in this work. In all the calculations, the protein clusters 
are considered as neutral .This represents the situation in gas phase in which all titrable 
groups are charge neutral, although formally, in solvent, several clusters don’t have a formal 
charge equal to 0 (Table 1). We found that the use of the formal charges of these clusters did 
not modify the atomic charges significantly (as can be seen in Table S3 of the SI).  
Figure 2 shows the Hirshfeld-I charge to be much larger (in absolute value) than the Hirshfeld 
charge. This is due to a well-known issue of Hirshfeld charges. By construction, Hirshfeld 
charges are as similar as possible to the reference ionic densities (i.e. the starting guess for the 
atoms-in-molecules atomic charge). This has two consequences: 1) too small (in absolute 
value) atomic charges are obtained since the reference densities most generally used are those 
of neutral atoms, and 2) the use of different sets of reference ions give rise to different 
Hirshfeld charges for the same atom in the same system. The Hirshfeld-I scheme was 
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especially developed to alleviate this latter issue
19
. Through its iterative nature, the Hirshfeld-I 
scheme leads consistently to exactly the same atomic charges independent of the starting 
guess for the atomic charges. In addition, this also resolved the similarity issue of the original 
Hirshfeld scheme, giving rise to atomic charges that are consistently larger in size than 
Hirshfeld charges. As such we will only report the Hirshfeld-I charges in this work, the 
Hirshfeld charges are presented in the supplementary information. 
 
Figure2: Comparison of Hirshfeld and Hirshfeld-I charges of S in the protein clusters (Figure 1b) in which Cys51 is present 
in the thiolate form as function of the sphere radius. Solid curves are for systems containing both a protein fraction and water 
molecules, while dashed lines indicate systems containing only the protein fraction. 
 
Hirshfeld(-I) atomic charges of the Cys51 thiolate(S
-
) as function of the protein cluster size 
Hirshfeld(-I) charges are calculated on the 3-11 Å protein spheres of Tpx-B (Figure 1B) with 
Cys51 present in the thiolate (deprotonated) form. Figure 3 shows the Hirshfeld-I charges 
obtained for the atoms of the Cys51 residue as function of the sphere radius (the Hirshfeld 
charges can be found in Figure S3 of the Supplementary Material). Already for a sphere of 5 
Å, the atomic Hirshfeld(-I) charges are converged for all atoms but the S atom. For this atom 
it is clear that even at 11Å, the obtained charge is not yet converged (see Figure 2 and yellow 
line in Figure 3 and S3). Instead, a continuous increase of the charge (the charge on S is 
becoming less negative) with the size of the surrounding protein sphere is found. The 
presence of water molecules has only little influence on the charge of the atoms of the Cys51 
residue, except for S. The negative charge on the S atom is significantly reduced by the 
presence of the water molecules (Figures 2, 3, and S3). In combination with the trend in the 
S charge as function of the cluster size, this indicates that the S charge is rather delocalized, 
allowing additional atoms of the larger clusters and the water molecules to distract part of the 
charge from the S atom (Figures 2, 3b, and S3b). This is consistent with the results obtained 
for the CH3S
-
 and CH3S
 
test systems embedded in small water clusters (cf. below). 
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Figure 3: (a) Ball-and-stick model of the Cys51 residue in the neutral thiol form showing the atomic labels to identify the 
individual atoms; the same labeling is used for the thiolate form. Hirshfeld-I charges for all Cys51 atoms in the thiolate (b) 
and thiol (c) forms as function of the sphere radius, calculated using the PBE exchange-correlation functional. Solid curves 
indicate systems containing both the protein fraction and the water molecules, while the black dashed curves indicate systems 
containing the protein fraction only, without water molecules. 
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Hirshfeld(-I) atomic charges of the Cys51 thiol(SH) as function of the protein cluster size 
In addition to the Cys51 thiolate, also the charge convergence of the neutral Cys51 thiol is 
investigated as function of the protein cluster size. For the neutral thiol, the Hirshfeld(-I) 
charges for the atoms converge rapidly with the cluster’s sphere size (Figure 3c, S3c). Unlike 
the thiolate case, the charge on the protonated S atom in the Cys51 thiol converges already 
for a sphere size of 5 Å (Figure 3c, S3c, yellow line). The charges of the atoms of the neutral 
and deprotonated Cys51 residues are remarkably similar, with the obvious exception of the S 
atom (Table 2). Note that for these calculations, due to the size of the system, and the 
limitations of present ab-initio codes, the accuracy of the atomic charges is estimated to be of 
the order of 0.01e 
22
. 
Table 2 Hirshfeld-I charges (Q) for the 11Å clusters with Cys51 in the thiolate (S-) and thiol (SH) form, calculated in the 
presence of water molecules.  represents the charge difference between thiol and thiolate. 
 QS- QSH  (QSH – QS- ) 
C 0.57 0.55 -0.02 
C 0.01 -0.06 -0.07 
C -0.34 -0.39 -0.04 
H 0.13 0.14 +0.01 
H1 0.11 0.14 +0.03 
H2 0.15 0.15 0.00 
H 0.28 0.38 +0.09 
N -0.56 -0.62 -0.06 
O -0.53 -0.54 -0.01 
S -0.22 0.10 +0.32 
H1 -- 0.13 (+0.13) 
Total -0.41 -0.02 +0.38 
 
Charge calculated on the CH3S
-
 test systems To check the validity of the trends obtained for 
the protein clusters, the density based Hirshfeld-I charges and the orbital based NPA charges 
are calculated on the CH3S
-
 validation systems, surrounded by 0 up to 4 water molecules 
(Figure 1c and Table 3). For these systems, we find that the water molecules distract negative 
charge from the S atom of CH3S
-
 to form a charged water cluster, similar to what happens in 
the protein clusters with Cys51 present as a thiolate (Figure 2). In these small systems, 
convergence of the charge of the S atom is reached when three water molecules are present as 
solvation shell. NPA and Hirshfeld-I charges show the same trends, which validates the 
Hirshfeld-I charges obtained on the protein systems.  
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Table 3 Hirshfeld-I (left) and NPA (right) charges calculated at the PBE/6-311++G(d,p) level for CH3S
- surrounded by 0-4 
water molecules. Nw indicates the number of water molecules. Q(S), Q(CH3S) and Q(waters) indicates respectively the 
charge on the S atom, the charge on CH3S and the charge on the water molecules. Q(Av. waters) indicates the average charge 
per water molecule. 
 CH3S
-
 (Hirshfeld-I) CH3S
-
 (NPA) 
N
w
 0
*
 1
*
 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 
Q(S) (-0.64) (-0.65) -0.56 -0.44 -0.43 -0.75 -0.68 -0.64 -0.63 -0.63 
Q(CH3S) (-0.75) (-0.78) -0.67 -0.54 -0.52 -1.00 -0.90 -0.83 -0.79 -0.78 
Q(waters) NA (-0.18) -0.33 -0.46 -0.48 NA -0.10 -0.17 -0.21 -0.22 
Q(Av. waters) NA (-0.18) -0.17 -0.15 -0.12 NA -0.10 -0.08 -0.07 -0.05 
Footnotes to Table 3 
* For the Hirshfeld-I calculations, the grid-based electron density was obtained from a periodic code using a plane wave basis 
set. For (negatively) charged systems this can lead to electron density which is not allocated on the molecular system 22. This 
delocalization is not observed for (standard) atom centered Gaussian basis sets, since here, the electrons are artificially bound 
through the basis set. For the two systems indicated, the total integrated charge in the system (i.e. all electrons close to the 
CH3S
- (+ water molecule) is less negative than should be expected as a result of this delocalization. For the system with 0 
water molecules the total charge of the system is only  -0.75e, while for the system with a single water molecule the total 
charge found is -0.96e, instead of the expected -1e. Despite this complication, the results further support the already present 
trend of decreasing negative charge with system size. 
Discussion 
According to quantum mechanics, atoms are smeared out and their charge is shared among 
nearby atoms. Since the atomic charge is not a physically measurable property, there is no 
unique way to assign electrons to atoms. Nevertheless, atomic charges are a useful concept. 
As such, atoms in molecules partitioning schemes are aimed at providing charges which are as 
transferable as possible and at the same time do not result in counterintuitive atomic charges. 
Hirshfeld-I charges have been shown to be very transferable, and provide atomic charges 
which are very reasonable in light of chemical intuition
19, 21, 22, 24, 42
. Here, in the presented 
results, the transferability is shown in two aspects: firstly, the fast convergence noticed of the 
Cys51 atomic charges with cluster size, and secondly, the calculated atomic charges of the 
equivalent atoms in the thiol and thiolate cluster are equal (within the given accuracy and with 
the obvious exception of the Cys51 S atom). Furthermore, the charges produced by applying 
the Hirshfeld-I partitioning scheme on the protein clusters are in agreement with chemical 
intuition. An example of this is the charge obtained for the Cys51Satom, which is negative 
when Cys51 is in the deprotonated thiolate form and ~0 when Cys51 is in the neutral thiol 
form.  
The trends observed for the Hirshfeld(-I ) charges calculated on the protein clusters is 
confirmed in small test systems (Table 3), both by the density based Hirshfeld-I and orbital 
based NPA partition schemes. Validation using the NPA charge on the protein clusters is 
more difficult, since these are computationally more expensive and could only be calculated 
using the moderate 6-31+G(d,p) basis set for the cluster having a 3 and 5 Å radius; for the 
larger clusters the small 3-21G basis set needs to be used (Figure S4, and section S2 in SI). 
While NPA and Hirshfeld(-I) charges show the same trends in the test systems, a discrepancy 
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is found in the charge convergence of the S atom of the Cys51 thiolate in the protein clusters. 
The NPA charges calculated on the S atom of the Cys51 thiolate converge with the cluster 
size, in contrast to the Hirshfeld(-I) charges (cf. section S1 in SI). Essentially, the difference is 
due to the fact that these are two different partitioning methods, and illustrates some 
arbitrariness in the determination of the atomic charge.  NPA charges are calculated from the 
natural populations present in natural atomic orbitals (NAOs) centered on the atom of interest. 
To obtain the NAOs, the wavefunction is transformed into a localized form. As a result, the 
NPA partition scheme assigns charge to an atomic center based on the total electron density in 
the basis functions located at that center. The convergence of the NPA charge of the S atom 
of the Cys51 thiolate is consistent with the convergence of the Mulliken charge (results not 
shown here) – which is also a partitioning scheme based on orbital occupancy. The 
Hirshfeld(-I) partition scheme, on the other hand, compares the electron density of a pro-
molecule built from non-interacting atoms, with the density found in the actual molecule, 
resulting in a weighted partitioning of the density in each point in space over all atoms in the 
system. As such, no localized wave functions are involved and delocalized electrons are 
treated differently. In the orbital picture they are assigned to the atom providing the basis 
function while in the density picture the real space location of the density leads to this 
assignment.   
NPA charges obtained using the very small 3-21G basis set are almost identical to the charges 
obtained with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set in both the small (3 and 5 Å sphere) protein clusters 
and in the test systems (Table 3, Figure S4, section S1). Although our results show that the 
NPA charges are not very basis set dependent, the 3-21G basis set might not be large enough 
to correctly describe the anisotropic environment of the protein cluster, the loosely bound 
electrons of the thiolate anion and thus the long range electrostatics. While these effects might 
be less severe in the test systems and small protein clusters, these effects might be more 
pronounced in the large protein clusters, for which diffuse functions in the basis set are 
needed. Therefore, the less computationally demanding density based Hirshfeld(-I) charges 
constitute a very valuable alternative over orbital based charges as NPA or Mulliken, which 
are computationally  more demanding and are proven not to meet the transferability or 
chemical intuition criteria all the time (for example, Mulliken charges are very basis set 
dependent).   
The very quick convergence of the NPA charges and charges obtained with the Hirshfeld(-I ) 
scheme, for all atoms but the S atom of the Cys51 thiolate, shows that the atomic interactions 
are limited in range (< 5Å) .  This is in line with a recent benchmark study 46 towards the 
convergence of calculated protein-ligand interaction energies . This study pointed out that 
the correct ranking of  is already achieved for a cutoff distance of a sphere with 7Å radius 
around the ligand (note that the effective distance around the ligand is about 10-12 Å, since in 
the set up, all residues with at least one atom within the cutoff distance were kept completely). 
The sizable contributions beyond a distance of 7-10Å seem to be rather uniform and 
contribute similar in all cases. As such, according to this study and to our results obtained for 
the atomic charge, embedding models can be limited to relatively small regions that need to 
be tracked QM without losing predictive power.  
intE
intE
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For the S atom of the Cys51 thiolate, the story is more complex. From the Hirshfeld(-I) 
calculations it is clear that its interaction is extremely long-ranged. This is shown by the clear 
non-convergence of the atomic charge for both the bare protein cluster, and the cluster 
including water molecules (Figure 3b). Here, the negatively charged thiolate is studied as a 
model, but most likely, these results can be extended to every negatively charged atom in a 
certain protein residue (for example, the oxygen atoms of Asp and Glu). The presence of 
water molecules significantly influences the charge of the S atom of the Cys51 thiolate 
(Figure 2), by distract charge from the S atom. This behavior could be reproduced by the test 
calculations on the CH3S
-
 molecule surrounded by small water clusters (Table 3). From 
Figure 2 it is clear that this behavior is only present with the S atom of the Cys51 thiolate, 
bearing the negative charge, and not for the other atoms of the Cys51 residue. Therefore, there 
is a clear distinction between the Satom bearing the negative charge in the deprotonated 
form of Cys51 and the S atom of the neutral Cys51 thiol (and by extension also all other 
atoms of both the Cys51 thiol and thiolate and all atoms of every neutral residue of a (protein) 
cluster). For all these atoms, the charge rapidly converges with the size of the cluster (Figure 
3c) and solvation does not have a significant influence. This clearly shows that protonation 
blocks the interaction of the S atom with the rest of the environment. In essence, the 
(in)activity of a centre is shown by the (non)convergence of its atomic Hirshfeld(-I) charge 
and by the influence of solvation. This observation, together with the discrepancy between 
different partitioning schemes, indicates some limitations for the construction of embedding 
models, since the long range charge dependence of negatively charged residues contrasts 
strongly with the use of small QM regions. This is in agreement with earlier studies showing 
that QM/MM energies have convergence problems, unless the QM-MM junctions are moved 
away from the active-site residues.
47
 In addition, for electrostatic-only embedding potentials, 
the already known problem of spurious charge leakage from the QM region to the 
environment region (the so-called spill-out effect) is expected to become more pronounced, 
both due to the poor charge convergence and the long range charge dependence
48
. 
In light of the Hirshfeld(-I) results, protonation might be considered to take the screening 
effect from the environment to the limit. Table 2 shows that when Cys51 is present as a thiol, 
the Cys51 residue as a whole becomes roughly neutral, in line with the increasing (less 
negative) charge of the Cys51 thiolate with the system size. As such, when the surrounding 
system is large enough, the total charge on Cys51 S will converge to a small value. The SH-
group of the Cys51 thiol has a positive charge of 0.24e, in contrast to the negative charge of -
0.22e for the Satom in the Cys51 thiolate. This indicates that the hydrogen atom bound to 
the S atom in the neutral Cys51 thiol pushes charge away from the sulfur atom, which leads 
to a slightly higher negative charge on the remaining atoms of the Cys51 thiol. As such the 
protonation of the S atom deactivates the site by reallocating the former charge away from 
the S 
This study is performed on a particular protein as model system, but might highlights some 
issues to consider for accurate modeling of (non-)charged residues in a multiscale approach in 
general. Furthermore, it highlights inconsistencies in charge partitioning schemes
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negatively charged residues and as such, pinpoints extreme difficulties that might arise when 
modeling highly negatively charged systems e.g. nucleic acids. 
Conclusions 
In this work, the influence of the size of the enzymatic environment on the atomic charges has 
been investigated, with specific focus on the S atom of the Cys51 residue in the model 
protein human 2-cysteine peroxiredoxin thioredoxin peroxidase B. We have shown that the 
behavior of the charge convergence of negatively charged residues depends on its protonation 
state and on the used partitioning scheme. The Hirshfeld(-I) scheme indicates that the S atom 
of the negatively charged (deprotonated) Cys51 thiolate shows long-range interactions leading 
to the non-convergence of the atomic charge of this specific atom. The presence of the solvent 
environment (i.e. water molecules) even significantly lowers its negative charge (i. e. the 
charge becomes more positive). In contrast, for atoms which do not bear the negative charge, 
the atomic charge converges fairly quickly (interaction radius < 5 Å) and the presence of 
water molecules has little to no influence. This behavior is also seen for all atoms, including 
S of the Cys51 thiolate, when the atomic charges are calculated with the NPA partitioning 
scheme. This discrepancy between different population analysis schemes together with the 
non-convergence of atomic charges complicates the construction of accurate embedding 
models. We have thus shown that protonation is important in the behavior of the calculated 
charge in the model protein Tpx-B from first principles results. We expect that these results 
can be generalized, highlighting problematic issues for accurate modeling of negatively 
charged residues in a multiscale approach.  
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